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Bankers Poullain and Klasen, loyal Rockefeller asso
ciates,

are

undertaking standby operations because

Rockefeller's terror is that the German economy, starved

IPS

workers have been slated for layoffs, and the rate of
bankruptcies in Germany's key machine tool sector has
jumped by one-half over last year's.

for credit and dependent on exports to countries which

A chain-reaction collapse in West Germany would cut

can no longer buy them, could find the "economic

down masses of credit internationally, sparing not even

miracle" giving way beneath it. Already 65,000 auto

Rockefeller.

Nelson Rockefeller Visits the Indians
EVEREIT, WASHINGTON, June 30 (IPS) - Nelson

out some kind of solution." Then, when asked by others

Rockefeller's grin flashed June 19 on the Tulalip Indian

how he spent his time these days, said. "I'm basically

Reservation here. At a press conference held jointly with

working on the Commission for Critical Choices. I'm

Washington Governor Dan Evans and Ludlow Kramer,

concerned about the critical situations in the world."

Rockefeller was met by IPS reporters who deviated from
the meekness of the rest of the press. Rocky even called

Ludlow

off the barking of his newshounds: "No, let her speak.

Rockefellers

This is the straight Marxist line."

program in San Francisco, a spin-off of the CIA's

However,

Rockefeller

was

sufficiently

shaken

Kramer
by

has

already

administering

publicly
the

served

People

in

the

Need

to

Symbionese Liberation adventure, which functioned as

contradict himself within the space of a few minutes: in

an exercise in Army food control. Governor Evans'

response to an IPS presentation on Italy's desperate

Alternatives for Washington, publicized as a radical

straits and the immediate necessity of a moratorium on

grass-roots program, is merely Critical Choices scaled to

her debts, Rockefeller corrected the debt figures ("Only

state-size proportions of Zero Growth austerity; Rocke

510 billion, not 515 billion") and then declared, "I'm not

feller confirmed this by saying "They (his ComIl}ission

really much concerned with Italy. I'm sure they'll work

and Evans' Alternatives) are exactly the same thing."
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